
RESULTS (CONTINUED)
 ● HGMD Case Reports: +2dupT variants had a significantly higher rate of cases than 
+3N>T SNVs (p<0.001; Figure 3).

 ● Variant Population Frequency: None of the variants were at a high enough 
frequency to meet standard frequency-based benign thresholds. Nearly all variants 
were rare with <0.05% frequency and one +3N>T allele at 0.1% in ESP. 

 ● cDNA evidence: Seven +2dupT and two +3N>T HGMD variants had functional 
cDNA evaluations reported. All were consistent with splice disruption, supporting 
splicing defects as their mechanism of pathogenicity.
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RESULTS
 ● In Silico Splice Analyses: +2dupT had significantly more severe predicted splice 
impact than +3N>T variants in all tools (p<0.001; Figure 2).

BACKGROUND
Variants adjacent to the canonical acceptor or donor sites that preserve the +1/+2 
donor and -1/-2 acceptor sequence are routinely classified as Variants of Unknown 
Significance (VUS) due to the relatively mild splice impact of intronic single nucleotide 
variants (SNVs), such as +3N>T (Figure 1). Length-changing variants, such as +2dupT, 
maintain the canonical splice site but shift the non-canonical splice sequence (Figure 
1). Length-changing variants adjacent to canonical splice sequences may be more 
likely to be pathogenic than SNVs. +3N>T and +2dupT variants were compared to 
investigate the impact of a change to T at the +3 site alone versus in combination 
with a shift of the adjacent non-canonical splice sequence.

Figure 1. Nulceotide frequencies at splice donor sites1, and representation of +2dupT and 
+3N>T variants.

Figure 2. Distribution of percent change form wildtype in splice sources. 

Figure 3. Variants with HGMD cases reported.  

Patient characteristics such as disease severity were not notably different between the two 
variant types, and splicing scores did not differentiate variants with and without cases. 
The total +2dupT variant pool was enriched for having a non-G final exonic nucleotide and 
variants with cases were further enriched. 28% (10/36) of non-G +2dupT variants had 
cases compared to 12% (5/42) for those with a G. +3N>T SNVs were only slightly enriched.

CONCLUSIONS
 ● Compared with +3N>T SNVs, +2dupT variants predict significantly more severe 
in silico splice impacts, have a 15-fold higher rate of reported cases, and may be 
more strongly impacted by the specific final nucleotide of the flanking exon.

 ● Length-changing variants adjacent to the canonical splice site are more likely to 
be pathogenic than SNVs located at the same site. 

 ● Classification of variants adjacent to the canonical splice site should consider the 
nature of the variant and sequence context.0
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METHODS
The following were used to compare 78 +2dupT and 829 +3N>T variants: 
MaxEntScan (MES), Splice Cite Finder (SSF), and Neural Network Splice (NNS) 
in silico predictions of splice impact, case reports in the Human Gene Mutation 
Database (HGMD), variant frequency in the Exome Sequencing Project (ESP), and 
literature reports of functional evaluation of splice impact.
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